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REVELATION

VAuxhALL JuNIOR
Chapter 2 Yeah, Katie!

Great Katie.hi katie

So guys, here we 
are again... Soon we’ll announce the 

real name of our code-named 
“Junior”…

How? That’s what we’re gonna 
discuss today.

Good boy!

Good girl!

…and somewhat irreverent, 
Christoph!

… Christoph, it’s now 
time for you to get 

to know it. And Junior’s 
real name is …

Junior War Room - Monday, 4:00 p.m.

Christoph,…you’re a new-
comer in our company, but 
I guess you already know 
enough about Junior to 

follow the conversation, 
right?

…And this is precisely 
reflected in the name we ‘ve 

selected.

Totally new car, 
small exterior, 

engineered in Germany, 
3 doors, 4 seats, 

3.70 metres long, 
colourful, muscular,  

fun, cool…

Ophélie, naming expert



Wow?!

Bzzbzzbz…
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Wow!
Well!  That’s 

quite… 
unexpected!

Sorry guys, 
I’m late… 

Errr…

Is it a reference 
to anyone in 
particular?

Just googled 
it: look, it’s all 
over the place.

It’s good, it’s 
short…

Sounds robust 
and technical.

Not too sweet, 
not cuty. Not 

“toyish”…

Yeah, robust and 
technical. We 
engineers like 

that!

…But is still 
waiting for 

an automotive 
meaning.
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…Unique!!

It’s not supposed to be 
expected at all, Christoph. But 

to be bold!…

Different!

No. Definitely not!

…We like it 
because it has 

something 
universal…



And…
How do you 

pronounce it?

Adam?! But simply: 

Adam!
Anyway guys, we all know 
it, so we can say it loud 

as long as it stays in this 
room, right?

…But for me, 
I’d rather say: 

Adam.

Hu…Really?! I would’ve 

said: Adam.

Ophélie, Stefan, Katie: there 
is no difference! French, 

German or British, it’s only 
your accents that differ.

…Yeah, 
like this: 

Adam

It’s Adam, 
and that’s it.

Shhhh!
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And what about this “Allegra” 
I read in the press?

Hmm, but at least there was an “A” at the right 
place: At the end of the name.

OK, that’s the rule.

But when a car is so different, 
it’s allowed to challenge the 

rule, right?

And what is so 
different?

Which means: your Adam will be very 
different from mine that will be very 
different from Katie’s that will be 
very different from Burkhard’s that 

will be very different from Ophelie’s 
that will be very diff…

What is so different, 
Christoph, is that one 
can personalise his 
or her Adam in more 
ways than any other 

car.

Christoph!
For such a 

car, 
Allegra is…

…dead… …boring!!

OK, OK, OK…
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Adam is the most original and also, as 
Ophélie said, the most universal first name.

Well, according to the photos 
I could see on the web, I don’t 

find it…
…sexy.

It’s a blank canvas , you 
give it the colours and 

personality YOU choose.

That’s exactly like our 
car: you can fashion it 
to make it fully YOURS!

Are you talking about 
photos of that kind?

Yes. Cool, er…deco,

but the car 
does not look 

errr…so…

err…

WHAT?!

And what you call “deco” is a 
camouflage that hides 
as much as possible 

of what the car 
really looks like.

It’s a “disguised” 
Adam.

Christoph, this photo shows a prototype 
during our secret engineering tests.
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The real Adam will look 
sporty, and everyone will 

have the opportunity to 
dress it up the way they 

want…

See, here: that’s what Adam 
really looks like…

Stefan, be careful, someone 
could see…

Aaaaah…
Ooooookayyyyyy!

I mean, I am surprised, Stefan: this 
car looks muscular and modern 

but… Adam… this  sounds…

Vintage 
maybe, it may 

sound 
vintage!

And creative vintage 
is fashion.

…Aha…

And you… Do 
you like it?

“Adam”, 
I mean?

Take classic, vintage stuff 
and re-combine it with 

other things in an original 
way: your way. You’ll 

create something fresh, 
very unique and individual.

…old…

…There may be 
spies in here.
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Oooh yesssssss!!!

And as our naming expert says:…

Hu…really?…hu?…

And they say Adam will be revealed in 
September 2012 in Paris.

Look: Adam blablabla Paris…blabla 
…2012

…I told you there were 
spies in here!

Damn it!…

Bad news, guys…
I was just told the info 
has leaked out: the name 

is already out there:

On the net.

You can’t 
forget it!

WHAT?! Oh my God!

…ok, 
thanks…
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…ALL ChARACTERs fEATuREd 
IN ThIs sTORy ARE REAL:

We  certify no photographer 
was mistreated during the shooting. 

…It’s you!!!

Got ya!

Well done, 
guys!
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ALL ChARACTERs fEATuREd IN ThIs sTORy ARE REAL:

is a loud and proud British girl living her dream 
for the last two years leading Junior’s develop-
ment in Product Marketing. Her mantra in life: 
work hard, play harder. She’s almost a car nut, 
most definitely a marketing geek, a social 
media addict, photo poser, Ibiza lover and 
boom-boom techno devotee.

is a lovable young German whose heart has 
been with Opel/ Vauxall almost since he was 
born. He joined the company two years ago in 
the Marketing Communications department. A 
compulsive traveller, he brings exotic recipes 
back from his trips that he tries again at  
home. With his bright, colourful shoes, he’s also 
the fashionista in the team.

is French with Spanish origins. She’s in charge 
of giving names to Opel/Vauxall cars and 
technologies, using Latin, ancient Greek or 
English words. When she is not travelling, she 
spends her time in contemporary art museums 
and concert halls. She’s also proudly raising her 
5-years old Chivah, a splendid vegetarian boy 
with long, shiny hair and keen eyes (just don’t 
tell her it’s “only” a cat).

is a German who grew up in South-East Asia. 
Just a few months ago, he came from eBay and 
joined Opel/Vauxall to lead social media and 
broadcast activities. Alexander (almost) only 
wears black clothes, and his outfit includes his 
smartphone and tablet – wherever he goes, 
they go. Send him a mail anytime, he’ll check 
it right away.

Photographer: Born in Germany, Anne is a 
bundle of pure energy and has now established 
herself in Switzerland as a people photo-
grapher. Her vitality, enthusiasm and passion 
are infectious. She is always on the lookout for 
new camera angles and subjects. 

is German and one of the leaders in Junior’s 
development. He coordinates all the experts’ 
work including Katie’s:  “Her dreams also must 
be engineered!”, he says. Burkhard’s passions 
focus on everything that is engineered – from 
cars to planes and motorbikes – and on every-
thing Italian. Both passions are embodied by 
his 26-year old Vespa 200PX. 

has been designing cars for 25 years, most 
recently the “Junior’s” refreshing and colourful 
interior. His mantra comes from the eight years 
he spent as a leader in Advanced Design: com-
bine avant-garde with mainstream tastes. He 
was born in Berlin but his favorite hobbies – fast 
skiing and regatta sailing – require wilder, less 
urban playgrounds. 

is Spanish but was born in France. She also  
lived in Belgium and Italy before coming to  
Germany. While living in all these different 
cultures, she never forgot how to enjoy life the 
Latin way, meaning: laughter, food and wine 
are constant companions. Paula watches tons 
of movies, “but only in their original language”, 
she adds.

is our youngster in the team: he started with 
Opel/ Vauxall February 1st, 2012, to implement 
new  media strategies… and ask the right ques-
tions!  A true car and new technologies enthu-
siast, Christoph is also a great musician, who’s 
been playing the drums since he was seven. 

Graphic artist: Originally from Germany, Hardy 
now lives in Zurich where he works as a graphic 
designer at Source Associates AG. His motto is 
work hard and be nice to people (he truly is!). 
He looks for inspiration in almost every object, 
sound, art and design. His favourite way of 
re-charging is going vertical, rock climbing in 
the Alps.
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